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Abstract—We hope that with Physics classes students can
improve their comprehension of the world trough concepts
observation and phenomenon experimentation in practice. Considering this perspective, this work introduces the description
of the design and application of an strategy using Robotics
to support the teaching learning process of uniform rectilinear
motion and of uniformly varied rectilinear motion. The results
emphasize that this strategy can help students to compreehend,
in a contextualized way, the theories and cientific phenomenons
existing in Physics.
Index Terms—Physics Teaching, Kinematics, Robotics, Motion,
Acceleration.

and of Evenly Varied Rectilinear Motion (EVRM). To do
so, this paper is organized as follows: the concepts and
technologies adopted, such as Constructionism, Educational
Robotics, Modelix Robotics Kit, among others, are introduced
in Sec. II. After that, in Sec. III, the resources and strategies
adopted in the proposed solution are described. Resuls and
discussion are presented in Sec. IV. Lastly, final remarks and
future perspectives are presented in Sec. V.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In this section, we present the concepts and technological
resources used for theoretical foundation and also for the
application in the proposed experiments.

Generally, the teaching of Kinematics in Brazil basic education starts at the 9th year of Elementary School. It’s
propaedeutic function is to provide students with knowledge
regarding elementary aspects of objects motion, to introduce
the mathematics formalism to understand and solve problems that, in a latter moment, such as in High Education,
can support the learning of Newton’s Laws. Besides, it is
expectedd that the Kinematics teaching could contribute to
ensure an effective science culture, that enable the subjects
the interpretation of facts, phenomenos and natural processes,
situating and dimensioning the interaction of the human being
with nature and mankind, as part of their nature itself in
transformation.
The Kinematics teaching-learning process demands dedication and a teaching strategy to maximize the performance of
students, considering that the developed comprehension will
support the learning of Mechanics. In this way, a possible
teaching-learning strategy in this domain comprehends the
usage of Robotics. Taking this into consideration, in this
work we discuss Robotics as an instructional non-arbitrary
and non-literal material, that enables relationships between
discoveries made during experiments with relevant knowledge
to the learning of fundamental concepts of Kinematics.
Taking that into account, this work describes the design
and application of an strategy based on Robotics to support
the teaching-learning of Uniform Rectilinear Motion (URM)

II. T HEORETICAL C ONCEPTS AND T ECHNOLOGIES
A DOPTED

A. Constructionism and Educational Robotics
Nowadays, several technical and technological artifacts have
been used in the educational context, such as microcomputers,
smartphones, tablets, robots, among others.
In the Educational field, in particular, Robotics has been
introduced with different nomenclatures, but, in general, they
resume the same purpose. A useful definition of Education
Robotics, or Pedagogical Robotics, can be seen as a learning
tool based on the construction and adoption of systems built
from models with different kinds of mechanics that perform
activies of physical nature [1], such as the movement of a
mechanical arm, an object lifting, etc. Some works emphasize
Educational Robotics as an enviroment where the learning has
access to computers, eletromechanical components (motors,
gears, sensors, wheels, etc.), electronics (hardware interfaces)
and a programming environment where the components can
be activated, motors can be turned on to rotate clockwise or
counterclockwise, and where the sensors’ state can be checked
prior some action [2].
The seminal idea on the use of Robotics with educational
purposes was introduced by the mathematician Seymour Papert upon developing the LOGO programming language on
the 60’s on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
[3]. This author state that individuals are innate learners

and able to construct their own knowledge. He belives that
every subject is simple to learn if a person can incorporate
it to its hall of models. Thus, each person can be seen as
a “constructor” where the formal instructions provide the
essential contents to the construction and restructuration of
previous existing knowledge. The speed of such construction
is strongly related to the ammount of accessible materials
(contents) and their effective use. It is straightforward to think
in learning situations that deal with the realization of tasks
or the construction of objects (physical or virtual) as being a
way of interpret how ideas come to form and how they are
influenced by the surrounding enviroment. This process allows
knowledge to be situated by the student, and that his/hers
interaction with the environment be the catalyst for learning
to take effect [3].
This essencial idea of Papert, known as Constructionism,
was to propose a learning environment where the knowledge
were not simple given to the apprendice, but where him/her,
by interacting with the objects, could manipulate and develop other concepts. Considering this perspective, Robotics
is suggested in this work as a tool that enables observation
and interaction of students with physical phenomenons from
Kinematics by means of experimental activies carried out in
classroom.
B. Modelix Robotics Kit
Modelix Robotics Kit aims at the developing of robotics
projects in different educational levels. In its version with
microcontroller 3.6, the Combo 8 (name of the kit aimed at
implementation in schools) is composed by five boxes, including: LCD display, joystick, remote control, power supply,
and several other components, such as sensors, actuators and
strutural components, as illustrated in Fig. 1. .

1) Programming Mode. Allows students to build fluxograms that describe what the robot must to, by specifying
the control of motors, sensors, lights, etc. According to
Modelix, it has error detection support [4]. After construction, the instructions can be transferred and executed
by the robot;
2) Scenario Simulation Mode. Allows students to simulate
real scenarios, such as an automated house or a passengers train that can be controlled by a programming routine
made by them. In this mode, the scenario is virtually
simulated, not demanding the usage of robots of other
physical components.
In this worl, the instruction will be suggested in fluxograms
created in the programming mode of Modelix System Pro.
C. Electronic Spreadsheets
To process the data that will be collected during experiments, it is suggested the use of a software for electronic
spreadsheets. In the development performed, we adopted Microsoft Excel, but other free and open-source alternatives are
also allowed. An example of electronic spreedsheet to the
experimental part is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In geral, such spreadsheet must contain:
1) Time Measurement - Columns A, B and C. These
cells must record the time data from the URM and
EVRM experiments. It is important to emphasize that,
in this work, we suggest that each experiment (URM
and EVRM) must be repeated three times to minimize
possible measurement errors;
2) Robot Displacement - Column D. These cells must be
used to record the displacement between the initial and
final positions. In this work we suggest the route to be
segmented in 2cm ranges;
3) Average Time - Column E. In these cells the resulting
average time must be recorded in each position;
4) Time Range - Column F. These cells must store the
time range between two consecutive positions;
5) Total Time - Column G. These cell must store the time
taken by the robot at each 2cm displacement;
6) Robot Speed - Column H. Must calculate and store the
speed of the robot in every position of its displacement;
7) Robot Acceleration - Column I. Must comprehend the
calculus and storage of robot acceleration between each
position.
Taking into account the processed information, the spreadsheet software must generate the following graphics:

Figure 1. Combo 8 Modelix Robotics Kit

Moreover, the kit also has a programming environment
called Modelix System Pro that enables students to work in
two ways:

1) Movement time function;
2) Motion Speed as a function of time;
3) Acceleration as a function of time.
An example of the resulting movement time function graphics is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 2. Example of electronic spreadsheet to process the data collected during experiments.

E. Sensor Kinetics Pro App

Figure 3. Movement time function in URM.

D. Virtual Dub Software
Virtual Dub is a freeware video editor software that allows
the addition of effects, audio and video compression, etc. [5].
It must be used as a support tool to data exraction from
the videos recorded, such as the time lapsed between two
successive positions. To do so, students must import the videos
into the edition area and walk through the frames from each
experiment identifying the exact moment when the LED from
the robot is turned on, recording the time lapse bewteen the
events. An example of such time lapse identification with
Virtual Dub is shown in Fig. 4.

Considering a second source of data from the experiments,
we also suggest the Sensor Kinetics Pro app which is smartphone compatible. This app allows the measurement of a
magnetic field as a function of time when the smartphone get
closer to a magnet [6].
In the context of the proposed experiment, such app helps
to record the time lapse taken for the robot displacement in the
trajectory. In Fig. 5 we illustrate the moment when the robot
crosses one of such positions and also a screenshot from the
Sensor Kinetics Pro app after the robot crosses all magnets in
its displacement.

Figure 5. Robot crossing a magnet and the resulting measurements in Sensor
Kineticks Pro App.

F. Smartphone
A smartphone is required to collect data in each of the
experiments to be carried out. Such smartphone must have
operating system compatible with Sensor Kinetics Pro app.
The weight of smartphone is an important feature to be
taken into account, because such device will be placed onto
the robot and it may affect its displacement in the experiments,
resulting in incosistent data.
G. Video Camera

Figure 4. Screenshot from Virtual Dub illustrating the time lapse extraction
between from two frames.

We also suggest the adoption of a video camera to record the
robot displacement during the experiments. Altough there is
no technical requirements regarding this equipment, it should

only be suffice to record the video from the robot moving
accross the specified positions in the trajectory.
In order to identify the exact moment when a position is
reached, it is suggested to the robot to turn a LED on when
it is over a black line in the opposed trajectory, as it will be
explained latter.
III. R ESOURCES AND S TRATEGIES
In this section we will outline the strategies adopted and
also the detailed description of all resources required to
experiments implementation.

this requirement is violated, the data collected will reflect the
effects of the gravity force, and will result in inconsistent data
under the analyses of URM and EVRM.
Besides the materials, in Fig. 7 we also suggest a position
where the smartphone must be placed onto the robot. This
position must ensure that the magnetic field generated by the
magnets will be captured by the smartphone’s magnetometer.
The video camera position is also important. It must be fixed
in a position where all the robot trajectory can be recorded.
We illustrate a suggestion for such position in Fig. 8.

A. Experimental Scenario
In the proposed scenario, the trajectory must be labelled in
6 parts evenly spaced. In each of them, a magnet should be
placed, as denoted by the red circles, as well as an horizontal
black line, as shown in Fig. 6. The magnet will help the
smartphone app to record the exact moment when the robot
crosses such position. The black line, on its turn, will help the
robot to turn on a LED when its on the top of this position.
Fig. 6 denotes the suggested dimensions for the experimental scenario proposed. Some materials are also suggested
for the implementation of such scenario, as shown in Fig. 7.
These materials can be adapted taking into account the specific
characteristics of other contexts.
Figure 8. Suggested position for the video camera.

B. Proposed Robot Model

Figure 6. Suggested dimensions for the scenario proposed.

The kit and model of the robot described as follows allowed
the implementation of the proposed experiments. Although
suggested, they are not exclusive, and other alternatives can be
adopted as well. The minimum requirements for such robots
is to have at least two-wheel drive, a microcontroller, a light
sensor, a LED light and a free turning whell that can be
that can be fitted to the trajectory rail. The robot architecture
must also have a place where the smartphone can be placed
alongside the trajectory.
In Fig. 9 we show the robot implementation adopted in the
experiments.

Figure 7. Suggested materials for experimental scenario implementation.

An important requirement when implementing such experimental scenario is the surface level, that must be straight. If

Figure 9. Proposed robot model.

In order to carry out the experiments, two programming
modes were developed:
1) URM Programming. In this mode, the robot must move
in a constant speed from the begining to the end of the
trajectory. Every time the robot crosses a black line, the
light sensor must read it and then turn on a LED. In Fig.
10a we introduce a flowchart for these actions.
2) EVRM Programming. In this programming mode, the
robot must move at varying speeds along its path. In
order to do so, every time it crosses a black line, the
speed of the motors must be increased in proportional
percentage across all position ranges. Moreover, as in the
previous programming mode, every time the robot crosses
a black line, the LED must be turned on. An example of
a flowchart of such programming is denoted in Fig. 10b.
C. Experimental Setup
The main idea in both URM and EVRM experiments is to
enable students to observe the physical phenomenon involved.
In order to do so, the following steps must be conducted to
the experimental setup:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Step 1. Video camera must be positioned and turned on
before starting the experiment;
Step 2. A label with the name of the experiment (URM
or EVRM) and the test number (1, 2 or 3) must be placed
in the scenario background;
Step 3. The Sensor Kinetics Pro must be opened in
the smartphone and the magnetometer function must be
activated. The mobile phone must be placed onto the
robot;
Step 4. Turn on both the robot and data record mode in
the Sensor Kinetics Pro app;
Step 5. At the end of the trajectory, the robot must be
turned off and the data record mode in the app must
be stoped. The data from the app must be saved in the
smartphone;
Step 6. In order to achieve more precision, repeat such
steps 3 times for each kind of experiment.

We emphasize that each kind of experiment must use its
own programming mode in the robot.
D. Data Collection Spreadsheet
Before analyzing data, it is necessary to extract all time
data both from video and from Sensor Kinetics Pro app. A
spreadsheet, as illustrated in Fig. 11, is suggested in order to
ease the data collection and organization from students prior
to the comprehension of the experiments.
E. Data Processing
Once the data was extracted and organized, students must
insert it into the electronic spreadsheet aiming at obtaining
graphic data from the URM and EVRM experiments.

The electronic spreadsheet must be feeded with data 4 times:
2 times with data from the app (Experiments 1 and 2); and
2 times with data from the videos (Experiments 1 and 2).
We emphasize that after every new data is inserted into the
electronic spreadsheet, the students must perform a screen
capture and save the resulting image for version control.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The strategy introduced in this work had its physical and
logic structures carried out in four weeks. Tests and modifications were carried out alonside the construction.
During this process, we could identify different levels of
difficulties both during construction and execution. Besides its
simplicity, the construction process with teenagers demands
constant supervision from the teachers because it requires
the manipulation of tools for cutting, heating and piercing.
Students must also be aware of the essential protocols to the
correct execution of the experiment, such as: video camera
placement, synchronized activation of smartphone app and
robot, data extraction from app and videos, etc.
After the strategy construction and adoption, we could
notice: (i) ts technical viability, since it was possible to observe
and analyze the intrinsic phenomena of kinematics; (ii) its
versatility, because regardless of the robotics kit used, the
strategy allows other kits or platforms to be used adapting
to contexts that demand lower costs.
Finally, the process of applying this strategy is feasible,
given that the data obtained after the experiments allowed
observing particularities about the concepts studied through
the graphs generated by the spreadsheet, as illustrated in Fig.
3.
V. F INAL R EMARKS
This work aimed to describe the process of construction and
adoption of a strategy using robotics, to assist in teaching and
learning activities of Uniform and Evenly Varied Rectilinear
movements.
We hope that the construction, adoption and application
of the resources proposed for this strategy may instigate and
inspire several teachers and students to make use of Robotics
as a way of integrating concepts of curricular disciplines
such as Physics (speed, acceleration, etc.) and Mathematics
(geometric shapes, units and measures, scales, etc.), with the
development of skills and competencies intrinsic to Computing
and Electronics.
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(a) MRU

(b) MRUV
Figure 10. Flowcharts for the robot actions in the experiments.

Figure 11. Reference spreadsheet for data collection.
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